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Motivation
➢ Plethora of audio recordings for bioacoustics
➢ Experts have limited time and resources
➢ Utilisation of only auxiliary information could help
➢ Annotation of recorded data without previous labelling effort
➢ Beneficial for data scarcity and underrepresented species
➢ Good availability of rich and diverse meta information of birds

Dataset
➢ 95 European bird species based on Jung et al. [1]
➢ Audio data gathered from Xeno-Canto in MP3 format

○ ~725 hours
➢ Textual descriptions of bird sounds [2]

○ Example for phoenicurus ochruros (black redstart):

➢ Functional traits
○ AVONET [3]: ecological parameters, continuous morphological 

traits, and information on range and location, etc.
○ Bird life-history (BLH) [4]: morphological, reproductive, 

behavioural, dietary, and habitat preference characteristics, etc.

Zero-Shot Bird Classification
➢ Applying a compatibility function to an acoustic-semantic projection

○ Project the acoustic embeddings to the class embeddings with a single 
linear layer

○ Dot product as compatibility function
➢ Standard zero-shot learning ranking hinge loss based on [7]
➢ Goal: The highest ranked class embeddings best describe the audio 

sample, so that the class with the highest compatibility is considered as 
the correct prediction
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Classifier Prediction
Call a straight, slightly sharp whistle, ‘vist’, often repeated impatiently. When highly agitated, a discreet clicking is added, 
‘vist, tk-tk-tk’. Song loud, frequently given at first light from high perch, usually consists of four parts: starts with a few 
whistles and a rattling repetition of same note, followed by a pause c. 2 sec. long, then a peculiar crackling sound (not very 
far-carrying), after which the verse terminates with some brief whistled notes, e. g. ‘si-srü TILL-ILL-ILL-ILL-ILL....... 
(krschkrschkrsch) SRÜsvisvi’; the sequence of the four components may sometimes be switched around.

or
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Features
Audio
➢ Audio spectrogram transformer (AST) embeddings
➢ Resample audio to 16kHz 
➢ Average 2D features over time ⇒ vector with size 768
Textual
➢ BERT [5] and Semantic BERT (SBERT) [6]
➢ Both with an embedding vector size of 768
Functional
➢ String labels are encoded to numerical values
➢ Scaling values to the range [0, 1] via min/max normalisation

Textual features - cosine similarity

SBERT creates stronger distinctions ⇒ we expect a better performance 

“Call a straight, slightly sharp whistle, ‘vist’, often repeated impatiently. When highly agitated, a 
discreet clicking is added, ‘vist, tk-tk-tk’. Song loud, frequently given at first light from high perch, 
usually consists of four parts: starts with a few whistles and a rattling repetition of same note, 
followed by a pause c. 2 sec. long, then a peculiar crackling sound (not very far-carrying), after 
which the verse terminates with some brief whistled notes, e. g. ‘si-srü TILL-ILL-ILL-ILL-ILL....... 
(krschkrschkrsch) SRÜsvisvi’; the sequence of the four components may sometimes be 
switched around.”

Experimental Setup
➢ Non-exhaustive five fold cross-validation with a training (80%), 

development (10%), and test (10%) set
➢ The dev and test sets among the splits are disjoint
➢ Training

○ 30 epochs
○ Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimiser
○ Learning rate of .0001
○ Batch size of 16

➢ Evaluation metric is unweighted F1-score

Results
➢ Mean results over the five development (Dev) and test (Test) splits
➢ Best performance is marked bold, the second best is marked italic
➢ Displayed metrics

○ Accuracy (ACC)
○ Unweighted average recall (UAR)
○ Unweighted F1-score (F1)

➢ Main evaluation metric is the F1-score

Conclusion
➢ The functional traits outperformed the encoded bird sound descriptions
➢ Concatenation of AVONET and BLH achieve the best performance
➢ Bird-specific onomatopoeic words/sentences might be a problem for the 

pre-trained language models
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